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Fa-sheng's Observations on the 
Four Stations of Mindfulness 

Leon Hurvitz 

This study is planned as part of a larger examination of the 
impact made on receptive Chinese by the Buddhist notion of 
salvation. It looks at the question, of course, from two points 
of view, that of the Indians (as presented to the Chinese in 
translation, for they read no language but their own) and that 
of the Chinese reaction. In connection with the Indian point 
of view, this writer has published a previous study on Vasu-
bhadra;1 the text which this study will examine is similar to 
Vasubhadra's. The procedure will be to single out the portion 
of that text dealing with the Four Stations of Mindfulness 
(catvari smrtyupasthanani), to translate them or, as the case 
may be, to paraphrase them, and then to deal with the 
larger, principally canonical, issues. It should be pointed out 
that the same issue is treated in detail in chapter 36 of the Ta 
chih tu lun.2 

The work in question, bearing the Chinese title A-p'i-t'an 
hsin lun, is ascribed to a certain "Fa-sheng." The original ti-
tle may have been Abhidharmahfdaya or Abhidharmasara; 
as to the author's name, one thinks of such possibilities as 
Dharmajit, Dharmottara, Dharmodgata, Dharmasre$tha, and 
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others, but there can be no certainty. The work survives in 
three versions. (1) The earliest, consisting of aphorisms in 
verse, interspersed with prose comments, was translated in 
376 A.D. by Saijighadeva (one of the translators of the Vasu-
bhadra work mentioned previously) with the aid of the great 
Hui-yiian of Lu-shan (314-386 A.D.). (2) The second is a simi-
lar translation, except that here the verses alone are ascribed 
to Fa-sheng, the prose to a certain Upasanta. The translation 
was made in an unspecified year under the Northern Ch'i 
(550-577 A.D.) by Narendrayasas. (3) The third, finally, is the 
same thing with a somewhat extended commentary, the latter 
ascribed to "Fa-chiu" (Dharmatrata?). This translation was 
done under the Liu-Sung (420-479 A.D.), also in an unspeci-
fied year, by Saipghavarman, an Indian missionary who ar-
rived in China in 433. Hui-yuan and his master Tao-an, the 
focal figures in this series of studies, would have had access 
only to the earliest translation. On the advice of a friend, 
however,3 I am making use of all three to arrive at my find-
ings. 

The issue is the same as that treated in the piece on Vasu-
bhadra: the path to salvation, as specified in those abhidhar-
ma works to which Tao-an and Hui-yiian would have had 
access. In (1) the problem will be found treated in T28.818a-
820b. In (2) it is in T28.848b-852a. In (3) it is in T28.907c-
916c. In all three it consists of a chapter entitled hsien sheng 
p'in ("chapter on the worthy saints"), where hsien sheng pre-
sumably represents an/a. In the present study, the core text 
will be (1), since that is the only one that Tao-an and Hui-
yiian would have seen. The core text will, however, be eked 
out by the other two, particularly by (3), which contains a 
type of preface missing from the first and second both. 
Within that framework this study will focus exclusively on 
the theme of the Four Stations of Mindfulness. 

The chapter under consideration deals with the cultivation 
(hsiu, representing bhavana?) of religious practice. This is 
considered to be on three levels, as stated in the following 
verse: 
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The first is named "initiator of deeds"; 
The next is the one of "already repeated practice"; 
While he who has "already transcended attention" 
Is to be known as the third sort. 

Happily, the Abhidharmakoêa has the same categories.4 "Ini-
tiator of deeds" translates shih yeh, which, in turn, stands for 
âdikarmika (cf. Gokhale vi. 10), rendered in French by 
M. Louis de La Vallée-Poussin (vi. 150), hereafter known as 
LVP, as "le commençant."5 "Already repeated practice" 
stands for yi hsi hsing, whose original, as we now have it 
(Gokhale, ibid.), is kftajaya, rendered LVP vi. 151 as "le 
maître." Yi hsi hsing, on the other hand, as well as Paramâr-
tha's yi shuo hsi ch'eng hsing (T29.270a), would seem to sug-
gest kftacaya instead. Lastly, "already transcended attention" 
stands for ssu wei yi tu, whose original (Gokhale vi. l l) was 
atikrântamanaskâra, rendered LVP vi. 151 as "un maître ab-
solu dans l'acte d'attention." 

The prose commentary repeats the three categories, then 
proceeds to define them, (a) The "initiator of deeds" is the 
practitioner on the stage extending from the awareness of 
uncleanness (pu ching, aéubhâ) up to, but not including, the 
power to direct his attention to any and all objects, even 
imaginary ones (ching chieh yi chieh ssu wei fen, viçayâdhi-
mukti-manasikârabhâga?). (b) The one of "already repeated 
practice" is the person on the stage that begins with the four 
stages of mindfulness, as seen in terms of the character pecu-
liar to each (tzu hsiang nien ch'u, svalak^anasmftyupastha-
nani?), and ends "ere yet he has got wholesome roots of a 
definite and certain portion" (wei ts'eng te chûeh ting fen 
shan ken, of which the last five syllables may represent 
niyatabhâgakuéalamûlâni). (c) Everything beyond that point 
appertains to him who has "already transcended attention," 
because "it is the Path of the Single Vehicle."6 

The second ardhaéloka of Kosa vi. 15, as given by Gokhale, 
is kâyaviccittadharmâxiârp, dvilak$anapafïk$anât//, rendered 
by LVP vi.l4c-d as "Par la considération des caractères, 
doubles, du corps, de la sensation, de la pensée et des dhar-
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mas." To that, he comments (vi.158 f.) as follows: "Le carac-
tère propre, c'est-à-dire la nature propre (svabhâva). Les 
caractères communs, à savoir: 'Tous les sarfiskftas sont im-
permanents; tous les dharmas impurs (sâsrava) sont doulour-
eux; tous les dharmas sont vides (éûnya) et non-soi (anât-
maka)., " Vyâkhya 529 (ad vi.15) reads as follows: 

By the expression "for the achievement of speculative cogni-
tion" is meant "in order to achieve wisdom." For, this side of 
wisdom, the defilements are not utterly cast off, not even by 
one of perfect concentration. "The defilements are the killers 
of gnosis," as the Scriptures say. Whence does one know that 
speculative cognition is achieved by this realization of the four 
stations of mindfulness? From Scripture. "A Path of but one 
approach, O mendicant monks, is this one, to wit, the Four 
Stations of Mindfulness. A unique accumulation of the whole-
some is this one, to wit, the Four Stations of Mindfulness." 
Such is the Word. By the vid of kàyavid is meant vedanâ [sen-
sation]. "By 'own character' is meant 'own being.' " Which 
own being? In the case of the body, the reference is to the lat-
ter's being composed of elements and their derivatives. In the 
case of sensation, it refers to experience. In the case of thought, 
it refers to the fact of becoming aware. The own-being of those 
other than these three is the respective one appropriate to each 
of them . . . . The expression "the dharmas other than the 
three" is used by naming them collectively, without distin-
guishing the latter one from another. In case a distinction were 
made, they would be specified as "body, etc." Then all dhar-
mas, constituted and unconstituted, are to be [so?] viewed. 

LVP v.158, n. 1, says, " . . . La practique des smftyupas-
thânas produit la connaissance parfaite, car Bhagavat a 
dit: . . . . " LVP refers the reader to Saijiyutta vv. 167, 146. 
Both are contained in the Mahâvagga, specifically in the 
forty-seventh section of the Sarjiyuttanikaya as a whole, the 
section devoted to the Stations of Mindfulness, as its title 
(satipafthanasarjiyutta) indicates. In view of the emphasis of 
the present study, however, we shall first give the particular 
sutra from the respective Àgama,then the corresponding text 
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from the Sarfiyuttanikaya, where one exists. The Chinese 
sources in question are (1) Gujiabhadra's translation of the 
Sarjnyuktagama, entitled Tsa a-han ching,7 (2) another trans-
lation of the same, entitled Pieh yi tsa a-han ching,8 translat-
ed by a person unknown, and (3) a third translation of the 
same, also going by the title Tsa a-han ching, likewise by an 
unknown translator.9 

Tsa a-han Ching 24.605 (2.170C-171A), Entry 1 
Thus have I heard. Once the Buddha was dwelling in Sra-
vasti land, among the Jeta trees [Jetavana], in the park of the 
Benefactor of the Lonely [Anathapiridada]. At that time the 
World-Honored One declared to the bhik$us\ "There are four 
stations of mindfulness. Which four? They are called 'the sta-
tion of mindfulness that observes the body as a body' [shen 
shen kuan nien ch'u, kaye kayanupaiyanasmftyupasthanam?], 
so for sensations and thought, and the station of mindfulness 
that observes the dharmas as dharmas." When the Buddha 
had preached this sermon, the bhik?us, having heard what 
the Buddha preached, with joy carried it out respectfully. 

24.606 (2.171A), Entry 2 
Thus have I heard. Once the Buddha was dwelling in Sra-
vasti land, among the Jeta trees, in the park of the Benefactor 
of the Lonely. At that time the World-Honored One declared 
to the bhik?us: "There are four stations of mindfulness. 
Which four? They are called 'the station of mindfulness that 
observes the body as a body,' so for sensations and thought, 
and the station of mindfulness that observes the dharmas as 
dharmas. It is in this way that a bhikfu, when his practice 
with respect to the Four Stations of Mindfulness is complete, 
with subtle striving and by resort to expedient devices, with 
right mindfulness and right knowledge, must learn." When 
the Buddha had preached this sermon, the bhik$us, having 
heard what the Buddha preached, with joy carried it out 
respectfully. 
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Sarriyuttanikaya 47.24 (p. 173 f.), Suddhasuttarp, 
The scene was Savatthi. "Four, O mendicant monks, are 
these stations of mindfulness. Which four? Here, O mendi-
cant monks, the mendicant monk courses in the body, mind-
ful of the body, ascetically disciplined, fully conscious and 
mindful, putting off envy and ill disposition toward the 
world. These, O mendicant monks, are the Four Stations of 
Mindfulness." 

24.607 (2.171A), Entry 3 
Thus have I heard. Once the Buddha was dwelling in Sra-
vasti land, among the Jeta trees, in the park of the Benefactor 
of the Lonely. At that time the World-Honored One declared 
to the bhik?us\ "There is one vehicle-path for purifying the 
beings, enabling them to outpass grief and sorrow, to annihi-
late woe and agony, to gain dharmas in accord with Reality: 
to wit, the Four Stations of Mindfulness. Which four? The 
station of mindfulness that views the body as a body, so for 
sensations and thought, and the station of mindfulness that 
views the dharmas as dharmas." When the Buddha had 
preached this sermon, the bhik?us, having heard what the 
Buddha preached, with joy carried it out respectfully. 

47.18 (p. 167 f.) Brahmasuttarti 
One time the Blessed One was disporting Himself at Uruvela 
[Uruvilva], on the bank of the river Neranjarl [NairanjanI], by 
the goatherd's banyan tree, having just had His enlightened 
intuition. Then indeed to the Blessed One, withdrawn and 
concealed as He was, occurred this thought: "Of a single 
course is the way to the purification of the beings, to the 
overcoming of pain and woe, to the assuagement of suffering 
and ill disposition, to the comprehension of rational truth, to 
the bearing of direct witness to nibbana [nirvana], to wit, the 
Four Stations of Mindfulness. Which four? Let the mendicant 
monk course in the body, observing the body, ascetically 
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disciplined, fully conscious, mindful, ridding himself of envy 
and ill disposition toward the world. Or let the mendicant 
monk course in sensations, or in thought, or in the dharmas, 
observing the dharmas, ascetically disciplined, fully con-
scious, mindful, putting off envy and ill disposition toward 
the world. Of a single course is the way to the purification of 
the beings, to the overcoming of pain and woe, to the as-
suagement of suffering and ill disposition, to the comprehen-
sion of rational truth, to the bearing of direct witness to 
nibbana, to wit, the Four Stations of Mindfulness." 

Then indeed Brahmán, the Lord of Saha, being fully aware 
in his own thought of the thought of the Blessed One, as a 
strong man might stretch out his bent arm or bend his out-
stretched arm, just so made his appearance before the Blessed 
One, concealed as He was in the Brahmán world. Then in-
deed Brahmán, the Lord of Saha, baring one shoulder and 
joining palms in the direction of where Blessed One was, 
said this to the Blessed One: "Just so, O Blessed One! Just so, 
O Well Gone One! Of a single course, Lord, is the way to the 
purification of the beings, to the overcoming of pain and 
woe, to the assuagement of suffering and ill disposition, to 
the comprehension of rational truth, to the bearing of direct 
witness to nibbana, to wit, the Four Stations of Mindfulness. 
Which four? Let the mendicant monk, Lord, course in the 
body, observing the body, ascetically disciplined, fully con-
scious, mindful, putting off envy and ill disposition toward 
the world. Or let the mendicant monk course in sensations, 
Lord, or in the dharmas, Lord, observing the dharmas, asceti-
cally disciplined, fully conscious, mindful, ridding himself of 
envy and ill disposition toward the world. Of a single course, 
Lord, is the way to the purification of the beings, to the over-
coming of pain and woe, to the assuagement of suffering and 
ill disposition, to the comprehension of rational truth, to the 
bearing of direct witness to nibbana, to wit, the Four Stations 
of Mindfulness." 

Thus spoke Brahmán, the lord of Saha. Having thus 
spoken, he then spoke again as follows: 
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Of a single course is the way that He Who sees the 
cessation of birth, Who is solicitious of 

welfare, understands, 
The very way by which men have crossed the stream 

in the past, and shall cross it, and are 
crossing it. 

24.608 (2.171A), Entry 4 
Thus have I heard. Once the Buddha was dwelling in Sra-
vasti land, among the Jeta trees, in the park of the Benefactor 
of the Lonely. At that time the World-Honored One declared 
to the bhik$us: "If a bhik$u separates himself from the Four 
Stations of Mindfulness, then he separates himself from the 
holy Dharma which is in accord with Reality. If he separates 
himself from the holy Dharma which is in accord with Reali-
ty, then he separates himself from the holy Path. One who 
separates himself from the holy Path separates himself from 
the Dharma of sweet dew. One who separates himself from 
the Dharma of sweet dew cannot escape from birth, old age, 
sickness, and death, from care and grief, agony and woe. I 
declare that he cannot gain release from woe. If a bhik?u 
does not separate himself from the Four Stations of Mindful-
ness, then he does not separate himself from the holy Dharma 
which is in accord with Reality. One who does not separate 
himself from the Dharma which is in accord with Reality 
does not separate himself from the holy Path. One who does 
not separate himself from the holy Path does not separate 
himself from birth, old age, sickness, and death, from care 
and grief, agony and woe. I declare that that man is released 
from a multitude of woes." When the Buddha had preached 
this sermon, the bhik$us, hearing what the Buddha preached, 
with joy carried it out respectfully. 

47.33 (p. 179 f.), Viraddhasuttarfi10 

By whomsoever, O mendicant monks, the Four Stations of 
Mindfulness have been missed, by them has been missed the 
noble path to the proper annihilation of woe. By whomso-
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ever, O mendicant monks, the Four Stations of Mindfulness 
have been gained, by them has been gained the noble path to 
the proper annihilation of woe. Which four? Here, O mendi-
cant monks, the mendicant monk courses in the body obser-
vant of the body, ascetically disciplined, fully conscious and 
mindful, putting off envy and ill disposition toward the 
world; and so for sensations and thought. He courses in the 
dharmas observant of the dharmas, ascetically disciplined, 
fully conscious and mindful, putting off envy and ill disposi-
tion toward the world. By whomsoever, O mendicant monks, 
the Four Stations of Mindfulness have been missed, by them 
has been missed the noble path to the proper annihilation of 
woe. By whomsoever, O mendicant monks, the Four Stations 
of Mindfulness have been gained, by them has been gained 
the noble path to the proper annihilation of woe. 

24.609 (2.171AB), Entry 5 
Thus have I heard. Once the Buddha was dwelling in Srà-
vasti land, among the Jeta trees, in the park of the Benefactor 
of the Lonely. At that time the World-Honored One declared 
to the bhikçus: " I will now tell of the origin of the Four Sta-
tions of Mindfulness and of the submersion of the Four Sta-
tions of Mindfulness. Listen with discernment and think well 
thereon! What is meant by 'the origin of the Four Stations of 
Mindfulness' and 'the submersion of the Four Stations of 
Mindfulness'? When food collects, the body aggregates. When 
food is annihilated, then the body disappears. If in this way 
one dwells in observation in keeping with the origination of 
the body, dwells in observation in keeping with the annihila-
tion of the body, and dwells in observation in keeping with 
the origination and annihilation of the body, then one dwells 
with no point of reliance and never takes anything from the 
various worlds. In this way, when contact originates, then 
sensation aggregates; when contact is annihilated, then sensa-
tion disappears. If in this way one dwells in the observation 
of sensation in keeping with the dharma of origination, 
dwells in the observation of sensation in keeping with the 
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dharma of submersion, and dwells in the observation of sen-
sation in keeping with the dharmas of origination and sub-
mersion, the one dwells with no point of reliance and never 
takes anything from the various worlds. When name-and-
form is annihilated, then thought disappears. If one dwells in 
the observation of thought in keeping with the dharma of 
origination, dwells in the observation of thought in keeping 
with the dharma of submersion, and dwells in the observa-
tion of thought in keeping with the dharmas of origination 
and submersion, then one dwells with no point of reliance 
and never takes anything from the various worlds. When at-
tention originates, then dharmas collect; when attention is an-
nihilated, then dharmas disappear. If one dwells in the obser-
vation of dharmas in keeping with the dharmas of origination 
and submersion, then one dwells with no point of reliance 
and never takes anything from the various worlds. This is 
called 'the origination of the Four Stations of Mindfulness' 
and 'the submersion of the Four Stations of Mindfulness.' " 
When the Buddha had preached this sermon, the bhikçus, 
having heard what the Buddha preached, with joy carried it 
out respectfully. 

47.42 (p. 184), Samudayasuttarp. 
45. catunnarfi bhikkhave satipatthânânarp. samudayaiji ca 
atthangamaiji ca desessâmi / tarp, suriâtha / ko ca bhikkhave 
kâyassa samudayo âhârasamudayâ kâyassa samudayo âhâ-
ranirodhâ kâyassa atthaûgamo / phassasamudayâ vedanânaiji 
samudayo phassanirodhâ vedanânaryi atthangamo / nâma-
rûpasamudayâ cittassa samudayo nâmarûpanirodhâ cittassa 
atthafigamo / manasikârasamudayâ dhammânarji samudayo 
manasikâranirodhâ dhammânaiji atthangamo ti / 

Of the Four Stations of Mindfulness, O mendicant monks, 
will I now tell you the origin and the disappearance. Listen 
thereto! What now, O mendicant monks, is the origin of the 
body? With the origin of food originates the body, and with 
the destruction of food is the disappearance of the body. 
With the origin of contact originate the sensations, and with 
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the destruction of contact is the disappearance of sensations. 
With the origin of name-and-form originates thought, and 
with the destruction of name-and-form is the disappearance 
of thought. With the origin of attention originate the dhar-
mas, and with the destruction of attention is the disappear-
ance of the dharmas. 

24.610 (2.171B), Entry 6 
Thus have I heard. Once the Buddha was dwelling in Sra-
vasti land, among the Jeta trees, in the park of the Benefactor 
of the Lonely. At that time the World-Honored One declared 
to the bhik$us: "I will tell of the cultivation of the Four Sta-
tions of Mindfulness. Listen with discernment and think on it 
well! How does one cultivate the Four Stations of Mindful-
ness? As follows: With respect to the inner body, one dwells 
in observation and mindfulness of the body, with refined 
striving and by resort to devices, with right knowledge and in 
right mindfulness, taming the cares and woes of the world. 
So it is with sensations, thought, and dharmas. With respect 
to internal dharmas, to external dharmas, to dharmas both 
internal and external, one dwells in observation and mindful-
ness, with refined striving and by resort to devices, in right 
mindfulness and right knowledge, taming the cares and woes 
of the world. This is called the cultivation by a bhik$u of 
the Four Stations of Mindfulness." When the Buddha had 
preached this sermon, the bhikfus, hearing what the Buddha 
preached, with joy carried it out respectfully. 

The cultivation of the Four Stations of Mindfulness in past 
and future He also preached in this way. 

47.2 (p. 142), Satisuttarp, 
One time the Blessed One was disporting Himself at VesalT 
[Vaisall], in the forest of the rows of mango trees. There in-
deed the Blessed One addressed the mendicant monks: "O 
mendicant monks!" "Lord!" the mendicant monks responded 
to the Blessed One. The Blessed One said this: "Mindful, O 
mendicant monks, let the mendicant monk behave himself, 
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mindful and fully conscious. This, look you, is our teaching. 
How then, O mendicant monks, is the mendicant monk to be 
mindful? Here, O mendicant monks, a mendicant monk 
courses in the body observant of the body, ascetically disci-
plined, conscious and fully mindful, putting off envy and ill 
disposition toward the world. It is in this way, O mendicant 
monks, that the mendicant monk is mindful. How then, O 
mendicant monks, is the mendicant monk to be fully con-
scious? Here, O mendicant monks, the mendicant monk acts 
with full attention to his comings and goings; with full atten-
tion to his forward looks and his backward looks; with full 
attention to his bends and stretches; with full attention to the 
way in which he carries his inner robe, his alms-bowl, and 
his outer robe; with full attention to eating, drinking, chew-
ing, and tasting; with full attention to his defecation and uri-
nation; with full attention to his going, standing, sitting, 
sleeping, waking, talking, and keeping silent. It is thus in-
deed, O mendicant monks, that a mendicant monk is fully at-
tentive. Mindful, O mendicant monks, let the mendicant 
monk behave himself, mindful and fully conscious. This, look 
you, is our teaching." 

24.611 (2.171BC), Entry 7 
Thus have I heard. Once the Buddha was dwelling in Srâ-
vasti land, in the midst of the Jeta trees, in the park of the 
Benefactor of the Lonely. At that time the World-Honored 
One declared to the bhik$us\ "There is a collection of whole-
some dharmas and a collection of unwholesome dharmas. 
What is meant by 'collection of wholesome dharmas'? By 
that are meant the Four Stations of Mindfulness. This is 
rightly said. What is the reason? By the 'unique, homoge-
neous, full, and pure collection' is meant the Four Stations of 
Mindfulness. Which four? By that is meant the state of mind-
fulness that observes the body in the body, so for sensations 
and thought, and the state of mindfulness that observes dhar-
ma in dharma. What is meant by 'collection of unwholesome 
dharmas'? By 'collection of unwholesome dharmas' is meant 
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the Five Obstacles. This is rightly said. What is the reason? 
By the 'unique, homogeneous, indifferent and full[?] collec-
tion of the unwholesome' is meant the Five Obstacles. Which 
five? By this is meant the obstacle of greed, the obstacle of 
anger, the obstacle of torpor, the obstacle of indifference and 
regret[?], and the obstacle of doubt." When the Buddha had 
preached this sermon, the bhik?us, hearing what the Buddha 
preached, with joy carried it out respectfully. 

47.5 (p. 145 f.), Akusalarasisuttam 
The scene was Savatthi [Sravasti]. There indeed the Blessed 
One said this: "When I speak, O mendicant monks, of the 
'accumulation of the unwholesome,' I wish to be understood 
as referring precisely to the Five Obstacles. This, O mendi-
cant monks, is nothing but an accumulation of unwholesome-
ness, to wit, the Five Obstacles. Which five? The obstacle of 
lust, the obstacle of malice, the obstacle of sloth and torpor, 
the obstacle of pride and indifference, and the obstacle of 
doubt. When I speak, O mendicant monks, of the 'accumula-
tion of the unwholesome,' I wish to be understood as refer-
ring precisely to these Five Obstacles. This, O mendicant 
monks, is nothing but an accumulation of unwholesomeness, 
to wit, these Five Obstacles. When I speak, O mendicant 
monks, of the 'accumulation of the wholesome,' I wish to be 
understood as referring precisely to the Four Stations of 
Mindfulness. This, O mendicant monks, is nothing but an ac-
cumulation of wholesomeness, to wit, the Four Stations of 
Mindfulness. Which four? Here, O mendicant monks, a men-
dicant monk courses in the body observant of the body, ascet-
ically disciplined, fully conscious and mindful, putting off en-
vy and ill disposition toward the world. He does the same for 
sensations, thought, and dharmas, coursing in the dharmas 
observant of the dharmas, ascetically disciplined, conscious 
and fully mindful, putting off envy and ill disposition toward 
the world. When I speak, O mendicant monks, of the 'ac-
cumulation of the wholesome,' I wish to be understood as 
referring precisely to these Four Stations of Mindfulness. 
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This, O mendicant monks, is nothing but an accumulation of 
wholesomeness, to wit, these Four Stations of Mindfulness." 

24.612 (2.171C), Entry 8 
Thus have I heard. Once the Buddha was dwelling in Sra-
vasti land, among the Jeta trees, in the park of the Benefactor 
of the Lonely. At that time the World-Honored One declared 
to the bhik$us: "As a man might take in hand four kinds of 
strong bow and, by means of his great strength, shoot at the 
shade of many tala trees, [his arrow] swiftly passing through 
unobstructed, in that way the voice-hearers of the Thus Come 
One in their four varieties, by resort to their superior devices, 
their sharp faculties, and their wisdom, fulfill a hundred 
years in the presence of the Thus Come One, preaching Dhar-
ma and dispensing instruction for a hundred years. Except 
when eating, resting, defecating, urinating,11 and sleeping, 
they are ever preaching and ever listening, their wisdom be-
ing bright and sharp, scouring the bottom of what the Thus 
Come One preaches, receiving and keeping it without hin-
drance or obstacle, never asking the same question twice in 
the presence of the Thus Come One. The preaching of Dhar-
ma by the Thus Come One has neither end nor limit. If one 
should listen to Dharma for fully a hundred years, then come 
to the end of one's life, the preaching of Dharma by the Thus 
Come One could still not be exhausted. Be it known that 
what the Thus Come One preaches is incalculable and end-
less, the meaning and substance of the words and phrases [? 
rning chii wei shen] being also incalculable, having neither 
end nor limit, by which are meant the Four Stations of Mind-
fulness. Which four? By this is meant the station of mindful-
ness of the body, so for sensations and thought, and the sta-
tion of mindfulness of the dharmas." When the Buddha had 
preached this sermon, the bhik$us, hearing what the Buddha 
preached, with joy carried it out respectfully. 

All Scriptures concerning the Four Stations of Mindfulness 
are to end with the following phrase, to wit, "For this rea-
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son a bhik$u, cultivating himself in the Four Stations of 
Mindfulness and giving rise to superior desires, is to learn 
with subtle striving and by resort to expedient devices, with 
right mindfulness and right knowledge. 

24.613 (2.171C-172A), Entry 9 
Thus have I heard. Once the Buddha was dwelling in Sra-
vasti land, in the midst of the Jeta trees, in the park of the 
Benefactor of the Lonely. At that time the World-Honored 
One declared to the bhik$us\ "There is an accumulation of 
the unwholesome and an accumulation of the wholesome. 
What is the accumulation of the unwholesome? By that are 
meant the three unwholesome faculties [ken, lit. "roots," but 
clearly representing indriyarii]. This may be called a right 
statement. What is the reason? By 'accumulation of the pure-
ly unwholesome' are meant the three unwholesome faculties. 
Which three? By this are meant the unwholesome faculty of 
lust, the unwholesome faculty of anger [yi, but representing 
dve$a, 'hatred'], and the unwholesome faculty of delusion. 
What is the accumulation of the wholesome? By this are 
meant the Four Stations of Mindfulness. What is the reason? 
That wherein the purely good is full and perfect is called the 
Four Stations of Mindfulness. This may be called a right 
statement. Which four are meant? By this are meant the sta-
tion of mindfulness of the body and the stations of mindful-
ness of sensations, thought and dharmas." When the Buddha 
had preached this sermon, the bhik$us, having heard what 
the Buddha preached, with joy carried it out respectfully.12 

"As with the three unwholesome faculties, 
"So with the three kinds of evil deeds, to wit, evil deeds of 

body, evil deeds of mouth, and evil deeds of mind; 
"So with the three notions, to wit, notions of desire, no-

tions of anger, and notions of harm; 
"So with the three spheres, to wit, the sphere of desire, the 

sphere of anger, and the sphere of harm." When the Buddha 
had preached this sermon, the bhik$us, having heard what 
the Buddha preached, with joy carried it out respectfully. 
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47.47 (p. 188), Duccaritasuttarfi 
Then indeed yet another mendicant monk approached to 
where the Blessed One was, etc.: "Very well, Lord! Let the 
Blessed One teach me the Dharma in digested form, by the 
hearing of which Dharma I, alone and secluded, undisturbed 
and ascetically disciplined, may course with resolute will." 
"In that case, O mendicant monk, purify the very beginning 
in wholesome dharmas. What, now, is the beginning of 
wholesome dharmas? Here, O mendicant monk, you shall 
abandon evil deeds of body and realize good deeds of body. 
You shall abandon evil deeds of speech and realize good 
deeds of speech. You shall abandon evil deeds of mind and 
realize good deeds of mind. For as you, O mendicant monk, 
shall abandon evil deeds of body and realize good deeds of 
body, as you shall abandon evil deeds of mind and realize 
good deeds of mind, so, O mendicant monk, shall you, lean-
ing upon moral conduct and taking a firm stand in moral 
conduct, realize the Four Stations of Mindfulness. Which 
four? Do you here, O mendicant monk, course in the body 
observant of the body, ascetically disciplined, fully conscious 
and mindful, putting off envy and ill disposition toward the 
world; and so for sensations and thought. For as you, O men-
dicant monk, shall in this way, leaning on moral conduct and 
taking a firm stand in moral conduct, realize the Four Sta-
tions of Mindfulness, so, O mendicant monk, whatever shall 
befall you, whether by night or by day, only growth in the 
wholesome dharmas is to be expected therefrom, not decline, 
etc., etc." And that other mendicant was one of the wor-
thies. [?] 

24.614 (2.172A), Entry 10 
Thus have I heard. Once the Buddha was dwelling in Sra-
vasti land, amid the Jeta trees, in the park of the Benefactor 
of the Lonely. At the time there was an alien bhik§u who had 
come into the Buddha's presence, where, bowing his head to 
the Buddha's feet and withdrawing and sitting to one side, he 
humbly addressed the Buddha, saying, "O World-Honored 
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One! When You speak of 'a man of great stature,' to whom 
are you referring, saying, 'He is a man of great stature,' or 
'He is not a man of great stature'?" The Buddha declared to 
the bhik?u: "Good, good! O bhikpu, you are an able question-
er! What the Thus Come One means by 'man of great sta-
ture' now hear with discernment and think on it well, for I 
will now tell it to you. If a bhik$u dwells in mindfulness of 
the body, observing the body, and if, after he has dwelt in 
mindfulness of the body, observing the body, his thought does 
not take leave of desire, if it neither gains release nor puts an 
end to the outflows of existence, I say that he is no man of 
great stature. What is the reason? That his thought is not 
liberated. If a bhik$u dwells in mindfulness, observing sensa-
tions, thought, and dharmas, and if this thought does not 
take leave of desire, if it neither gains release nor puts an end 
to the outflows of existence, then I do not call him a man of 
great stature. What is the reason? That his thought is not lib-
erated. If a bhik$u dwells in mindfulness of the body, and if 
his thought does contrive to take leave of desire, if his 
thought does gain release and puts an end to the outflows of 
existence, then I say that he is a man of great stature. What 
is the reason? That his thought is liberated. If a bhik$u dwells 
in mindfulness, observing sensations, thought, and dharmas, 
and if, after he has dwelt in mindfulness, observing sensa-
tions, thought, and dharmas, his thought takes leave of lust, 
if his thought gains release and puts an end to the outflows of 
existence, then I say that he is a man of great stature. What 
is the reason? That his thought is liberated. These are called, 
respectively, 'the man of great stature' and 'he who is not a 
man of great stature' among the bhikpus." When the Buddha 
had preached this sermon, the bhik$u, having heard what the 
Buddha preached, with joy carried it out respectfully, then, 
bowing to His feet, departed. 

47.11 (p. 158), Mahapurisasuttarp. 
The scene was Savatthi. Then indeed long-lived Sariputta 
[Sariputra] approached to where the Blessed One was and, 
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having approached and greeted the Blessed One, sat to one 
side. Having sat to one side, the long-lived Sariputta then said 
this to the Blessed One: " 'Great man, great man,' says the 
Lord. In what sense, Lord, is he a great man?" "It is by vir-
tue of the liberation of his thought, Sariputta, that I call him 
a 'great man.' Or it is by virtue of the unliberated state of his 
thought that I say that he is 'not a great man.' How then, 
Sariputta, does he become liberated in thought? Here, Sari-
putta, the mendicant monk courses in the body observant of 
the body, ascetically disciplined, fully conscious and mindful, 
putting off envy and ill disposition toward the world. As he 
courses in the body, observant of the body, his thought be-
comes disenchanted with, liberated from, the outflows by not 
clinging to them. So for sensations and thought. He courses in 
the dharmas observant of the dharmas, ascetically disci-
plined, fully conscious and mindful, putting off envy and ill 
disposition toward the world. As he courses in the dharmas, 
observant of the dharmas, his thought becomes disenchanted 
with, liberated from, the outflows by not clinging to them. It 
is in this way, Sariputta, that he becomes liberated in 
thought. It is by virtue of the liberation of his thought, 
Sariputta, that I call him a 'great man.' Or it is by virtue of 
the unliberated state of his thought that I say that he is 'not a 
great man.' " 

24.615 (2.172AB), Entry 11 
Thus have I heard. Once the Buddha was dwelling in Sra-
vasti land, amid the Jeta trees, in the park of the Benefactor 
of the Lonely. At that time the venerable Ananda, wearing 
his robes and carrying his patra, entered Sravasti city, beg-
ging for food. On the way he thought, "Just now I have been 
to a bhik$wii-convent." As soon as he had arrived at the nun-
nery, the bhik$urits, seeing the venerable Ananda coming 
from afar, speedily prepared a seat for him and begged him 
to take it. At the time the bhik$uxiTs, bowing down to the feet 
of the venerable Ananda, withdrawing and sitting to one side, 
humbly addressed the venerable Ananda, "We bhik$uvis cul-
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tivate the Four Stations of Mindfulness, dwelling with 
thought bound. Of ourselves we know the prior and the pos-
terior, the superior and the inferior." The venerable Ananda 
declared to the bhik$uriis: "Good, good! Sisters, one should 
learn in the manner in which you have spoken. For anyone 
who in cultivating the Four Stations of Mindfulness has the 
skill to dwell with thought bound should be able in this way 
to know the prior and the posterior, the superior and the in-
ferior." At that time the venerable Ananda for the bhik$unTs' 
sakes preached various dharmas. When he had preached 
various dharmas, he rose from his seat and left. At the time 
the venerable Ananda begged for his food in Sravasti city. He 
then returned to his quarters and, when he had taken up his 
robe and patra and washed his feet, he went into the pres-
ence of the Thus Come One, where he bowed his head to the 
Buddha's feet, then, withdrawing and sitting to one side, re-
ported in detail what the bhik?w}is had said to him. The Bud-
dha declared to Ananda: "Good, good! It is in this way that 
one must learn the Four Stations of Mindfulness, dwelling 
with thought bound. For, when one does so, one knows the 
prior and the posterior, the superior and the inferior. What 
is the reason? When one seeks thought outside, then one is 
compelled to look for thought, and thought distracted is 
never liberated. Know all this as it really is! If the bhik$u, 
with respect to the body, dwells in mindfulness observant of 
the body, and if, when with respect to the body, he has dwelt 
in mindfulness observant of the body, his body becomes ad-
dicted to sleep and his mind-dharma becomes lazy, then that 
bhik?u is to give rise to pure faith and take hold of pure 
marks. For, once he has given rise to thought of pure faith 
and paid close attention to pure marks, his thought shall then 
be delighted. When it has been delighted, he shall give rise to 
joy. Once his thought has rejoiced, then his body shall be at 
rest. Once his body is at rest, then he shall experience bodily 
pleasure. Once he has experienced bodily pleasure, then his 
thought shall be collected. He whose thought is collected is a 
disciple of the Saints. He is to study in this way: 'With re-
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spect to this doctrine, I will collect my externally disturbed 
thought and cause it to rest, giving rise to notions neither of 
perception nor of observation.' Having neither perception nor 
observation, he dwells in the pleasant station of having cast 
off mindfulness [?]. Once having taken this pleasant stand, he 
knows things as they really are. The mindfulness of sensation, 
of thought, and of the dharmas is also like this." When the 
Buddha had spoken this sermon, the venerable Ananda, hear-
ing what the Buddha said, with joy carried it out respect-
fully. 

47.10 (pp. 154-158), Bhikkhunupassayasuttaiji 
Then indeed the long-lived Ananda, dressing himself in the 
forenoon and taking his alms-bowl and his robe, approached 
to where there was a certain abode of mendicant nuns; hav-
ing approached, he sat on a seat designated for him. Then in-
deed right many mendicant nuns approached to where the 
long-lived Ananda was; having approached, and having 
greeted the long-lived Ananda, they sat to one side. Having 
sat to one side, the mendicant nuns then said this to the long-
lived Ananda: "Here, my lord Ananda, right many mendi-
cant nuns, coursing in the Four Stations of Mindfulness with 
thought well established, are aware of the excellent gradual 
distinction. [?]" 

"Just so, my ladies! Just so, my ladies! For whosoever it be, 
my ladies, whether mendicant monk or mendicant nun, who 
courses in the Four Stations of Mindfulness with thought well 
established, has this to expect, to wit, that he or she shall be 
aware of the excellent gradual distinction. [?]" Then indeed 
the long-lived Ananda, having taught, endowed, sharpened, 
and delighted them with talk of Dharma, rose from his seat 
and went off. 

Then indeed the long-lived Ananda approached to where 
the Blessed One was; having approached, and having greeted 
the Blessed One, he sat to one side. Having sat to one side, 
the long-lived Ananda said this to the Blessed One: "Now I, 
Lord, dressing myself in the forenoon, and taking my alms-
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bowl and my robe, approached to where there was a certain 
abode of mendicant nuns; having approached, I sat on a seat 
designated for me. Then indeed, Lord, right many mendicant 
nuns approached to where I was; having approached, and 
having greeted me, they sat to one side. Having sat to one 
side, Lord, the mendicant nuns then said this to me: 'Here, 
my lord Ananda, right many mendicant nuns, coursing in the 
Four Stations of Mindfulness with thought well established, 
are aware of the excellent gradual distinction. [?]' Having 
been thus addressed, Lord, I said this to the mendicant nuns: 
'Just so, my ladies! Just so, my ladies! For whosoever it be, 
my ladies, whether mendicant monk or mendicant nun, who 
courses in the Four Stations of Mindfulness with thought well 
established, has this to expect, to wit, that he or she shall be 
aware of the excellent gradual distinction. [?]' " 

"Just so, Ananda! Just so, Ananda! For whosoever it be, 
Ananda, whether mendicant monk or mendicant nun, who 
courses in the Four Stations of Mindfulness with thought well 
established, has this to expect, to wit, that he or she shall be 
aware of the excellent gradual distinction. [?] Which four? 
Here, Ananda, the mendicant monk courses in the body, ob-
servant of the body, ascetically disciplined, fully conscious 
and mindful, putting off envy and ill disposition toward the 
world. For him, coursing in the body observant of the body, 
there arises the body as an object, a burning fever in the 
body, or sluggishness of thought, or his thought is distracted 
outward. That mendicant monk, Ananda, is to apply his 
thought to any symbolic object that inspires confidence. For 
one who applies his thought to any symbolic object that in-
spires confidence, delight is born. For one delighted, joy is 
born. For one in a joyful state of mind, the body becomes al-
layed. One whose body is allayed experiences happiness. For 
a happy person, thought becomes concentrated. He reflects 
thus: 'For what purpose I concentrated my thought, that pur-
pose has been achieved by me. Now, then, I withdraw!' Not 
only does he withdraw; he also neither thinks nor deliberates. 
'I am without thought or deliberation, inwardly and happily 
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mindful.' Such is the object of his intuition. Yet again, Anan-
da, the mendicant monk courses in the sensation, or in 
thought, or in the dharmas observant of the dharmas, asceti-
cally disciplined, fully conscious and mindful, putting off en-
vy and ill disposition toward the world. For him, coursing in 
the dharmas, observant of the dharmas, there arise the dhar-
mas as an object, a burning fever in the body, or sluggishness 
of thought, or his thought is distracted outward. That mendi-
cant monk, Ananda, is to apply his thought to any symbolic 
object that inspires confidence. For one who applies his 
thought to any symbolic object that inspires confidence, de-
light is born. For one delighted, joy is born. For one in a joy-
ful state of mind, the body becomes allayed. One whose body 
is allayed experiences happiness. For a happy person, thought 
becomes concentrated. He reflects thus: 'For what purpose I 
concentrated my thought, that purpose has been achieved by 
me. Now, then, I withdraw!' Not only does he withdraw; he 
also neither thinks nor deliberates. 'I am without thought or 
deliberation, inwardly and happily mindful.' Such is the ob-
ject of his intuition. Such indeed, Ananda, is realization 
through application. 

"How, then, Ananda, is realization through nonapplica-
tion? Not applying his thought outward, Ananda, the mendi-
cant monk has this intuition: 'Unapplied outward is my 
thought.' Then he has this intuition: 'Both fore and aft it is 
unconcentrated, liberated, unapplied.' Then he has this intui-
tion: 'I am coursing in the body observant of the body, asceti-
cally disciplined, fully conscious and happily mindful.' Not 
applying his thought outward, Ananda, he has this intuition: 
'Unapplied outward is my thought.' Then he has this intui-
tion: 'Both fore and aft it is unconcentrated, liberated, unap-
plied.' Then he has this intuition: 'I am coursing in sensations 
observant of sensations, ascetically disciplined, fully con-
scious and happily mindful.' Not applying his thought out-
ward, Ananda, he has this intuition: 'Unapplied outward is 
my thought.' Then he has this intuition: 'Both fore and aft it 
is unconcentrated, liberated, unapplied.' Then he has this in-
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tuition: 'I am coursing in thought observant of thought, asce-
tically disciplined, fully conscious and happily mindful.' Not 
applying his thought outward, Ananda, he has this intuition: 
'Both fore and aft it is unconcentrated, liberated, unapplied.' 
Then he has this intuition: 'I am coursing in the dharmas ob-
servant of the dharmas, ascetically disciplined, fully con-
scious and happily mindful.' Such indeed, Ananda, is realiza-
tion through nonapplication. It is in this way, Ananda, that I 
have taught realization through application and realization 
through nonapplication. What is to be done by a teacher who 
seeks the welfare of his listeners and who is compassionate, 
that have I done for you, acting out of compassion. These, 
Ananda, are the foot of trees, these the solitary spots. 
Meditate, Ananda, be not negligent, nor later remorseful. 
This, look you, is our teaching!" 

Thus spoke the Blessed One. Pleased at heart, the long-
lived Ananda rejoiced at what the Blessed One had said. 

In the versions translated by Saipghadeva and Naren-
drayasas, the chapter begins at this point. After an introduc-
tory remark, stating that, the exposition of the klesas having 
been given, that of the aryas is now to begin, there is an 
opening verse. In Sarpghadeva's version, it reads as follows: 

In this way the Sage severs His labors 
And his multitudinous fears. The basis [of the 

severance] 
And the like, the right knowledge [cheng chih, 

representing samyagjn&na?] 
[which is] the expedient means [thereto], 

I will now tell. Listen well! 

(Certain syntactic liberties had to be taken in order to pre-
serve the order the verses.) By deducing the overall meaning 
from the two versions just mentioned and that of Saipghavar-
man, one concludes the meaning to be as follows: The means 
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[upâya] on the exercise [yoga] whereby the Qrya puts an end 
to both defilement [kleéa] and fear [bhaya] is the acquisition 
of right knowledge [presumably samyagjnâna], which I will 
now describe. 

Since there is no commentary to this particular sloka in 
Saipghadeva's version, one cannot be certain how Tao-an 
may have understood it. Since it is not unlikely that he dis-
cussed these matters with his missionary-translators, we shall 
now give some description of their doctrinal implications. 
There is commentary on this sloka in the versions of both 
Saipghavarman and Narendrayasas. While the two are far 
from identical, there is still enough overlap to derive a cer-
tain common meaning. One might phrase that in the follow-
ing terms: 

To review the question of the kleéas, the word fan nao is used 
because the kleéas continually belabor (hsiang hsii fan lao in 
Narendrayasas's [N] version, coinciding with Samghadeva's 
lao, while Sarpghavarman [S] has je nao, 'afflicts,' thus coming 
closer to the meaning of the original) the beings. By 'fears' is 
meant the basis of all afflictions (N), the source of all karman 
and rebirth (S). The 'right knowledge' mentioned in the verse is 
the gnosis produced by éamatha (a word given by N in tran-
scription). The approach thereto consists of a series of acts, 
notably a morally disciplined way of life (N; chieh, represent-
ing étla, while S singles out shih, i.e., dâna or, possibly, 
tyâga?), conducing to deliverance. 

It is not irrelevant to mention that, according to the Kosa, 
eradication of fear is tantamount to the attainment of Bud-
dhahood, since it is the Buddha, and He alone, who is free of 
fear. Kârikâ iv.58 (cf. Gokhale, p. 87) reads as follows: 

cittakfepo manaécitte sa ca karmavipâkajah / 
bhayopagatavaifamyaéokaié câkurukâminâm //58// 

This is rendered as follows in Vallee-Poussin iv. 125 f.: 

. . . 58a. Le trouble-mental se produit dans la connaissance-
mentale . . . 58b. Il naît de la rétribution de l'acte . . . [126] 
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58c-d. Par la frayeur, l'attaque des démons, l'irritation des 
éléments, le chagrin. 

As much of the bhâçya as bears on this he renders as follows 
in iv. 127 f.: 

A l'exception du Bouddha (20b), les Àryas ne sont pas exempts 
du trouble de la pensée: leur pensée peut être troublée à la 
suite du déséquilibre (vaiçamya) des éléments. Mais le déséqui-
libre des éléments n'est jamais, dans leur cas, rétribution: 
. . . ( 128) Ni la frayeur, ni l'attaque des êtres démoniaques, ni 
le chagrin ne peuvent troubler la pensée des Âryas, car ils sont 
au dessus des cinq craintes, ils n'accomplissent aucun acte dés-
obligeant (aprasâdika) qui excite la fureur des êtres démoni-
aques, ils connaissent à fond la nature des choses. 

The Vyâkhyâ reads as follows:13 

By "elsewhere than in a Buddha" is meant that this does not 
apply to a Buddha by reason of His great accumulation of 
merit. That is to say that thought may also be distracted by 
the disequilibrium of the elements, not [merely] by one's deeds. 
How? "The thought of the Exalted Ones is [not] distracted" 
otherwise "than by the disequilibrium of the elements." Why? 
—one might ask. "Because of the retribution previously," in 
the status of an ordinary person, "of determined acts and of 
the nonretribution of undetermined ones" in the status of an 
Exalted One. ["Ni la frayeur, ni l'attaque des êtres démoni-
aques, ni le chagrin ne peuvent troubler la pensée des Âryas,] 
because They have transcended the five fears." The five fears 
are fear for one's livelihood, aélokabhaya, pariçacchâradya-
bhaya, the fear of death, and the fear of an evil destiny. Now 
aslokabhaya is fear of ill-repute. Par[i]?accharadyabhaya is em-
barrassment in an assembly. The phrase "of unobliging deeds" 
refers to deeds in which no pleasure is to be taken. "Because of 
Their intuitive knowledge of dharmahood" means by virtue of 
Their intuitive understanding that everything having outflows 
is woeful, that all constituents are impermanent, that all dhar-
mas are without a self. 

Saipghadeva goes on to say that one who does not arrest 
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his thought cannot launch right views.14 The statement is 
followed by a pair of slokas: 

First, to one's own body [svakayeP svakayasthanePJ 
One attaches one's thought, thus causing it to be firm. 
One wishes also to bind the sense-feet 
And to put an end to the kiesa-enemies. 

These devices, with respect to the body, 
Are firmly fixed as a matter of reality. 
The sensations and this thought 
And the dharmas are also to be viewed like this. 

Again we are dealing with the Four Stations of Mindfulness, 
which have been treated just above. The "sense-feet" renders 
shih tsu, which is common to all three versions. It presum-
ably renders an original vijnanapadan. Neither the Koia nor 
the Visuddhimagga has this term, but they do have vinfiaria-
kaya/vijnanakaya, which presumably stands for the same 
thing, viz., the six senses. The fifth and sixth verses of this 
translation, ignoring prosodic considerations entirely, prob-
ably represent something like imav upayau kaye tattvato 
niyatau. "This thought" (tz'u hsin) is represented in the other 
two versions by "one's own thought" (tzu hsin, i.e., svacit-
tam). The commentary in Sarpghadeva's version is brief 
enough to give in full: 

This body has the mark of uncleanness [asucij, the mark of im-
permanence [anitya], the mark of woe [duhkha], and the mark 
of selflessness [anatmaka]. These marks being a fixed reality, to 
that body of one's own as the single object one fixes one's 
thought, separating oneself from distraction of thought. First, 
from the point of view of reality [tattvatab?], one views the 
marks of the body. Next one views sensations, then finally one 
views thought. With them as companions, with them as a base, 
one extends the view to that of the dharmas to be numbered 
with thought and corresponding to it. Also, the constituents not 
corresponding to thought, in keeping with their natures 
[bhavatahPj and their marks [lak$aria-tah?], are to be treated 
thus. The meanings of the said body, sensations, thought, and 
dharma shall now be brought forth in due order. 
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In other words, the Four Stations of Mindfulness consist of 
applying to each of four objects, viz., body, sensations, 
thought, and dharmas, the views that they are unclean, im-
permanent, woeful, and devoid of a self. This is in perfect ac-
cord with the tradition of the Koéa, where we read (LVP 
vi. 162): "Les smxtyupasthânas sont enseignés dans l'ordre 
comme contrecarrants de la quadruple méprise [viparyâsa], 
croire à la pureté, au bonheur, à la permanence, au 
soi. . . . Ils sont donc quartre, ni plus ni moins."15 The 
Vyâkhyâ comments: 

suciviparyOsasya pratipakçena kâyasmj-tyupasthànarji / 
sukhaviparyàsasya pratipakçena vedanâsmftyupasthânaTfi / 
yat kirfi cid veditam idatn atra duhkhasyeti / nityaviparydsas-
ya pratipakçena cittasmj-tyupasthânaiji / cittasya laghuparivar-
titvât / atmaviparyûsasya pratipakçena dharmasmrtyupas-
thànarp, / pinçlavibhdgato dharmânàm anûtmakâritvûd dhar-
mamatrarp, rahitam âtmaneti [532] dharmanirvacanatah / 
dharmà ime pfthakpfthag avasthitah / na ca kaé cit svatarfitra 
atmeti / 

As a counteragent to the false contruction of purity there is 
the station of mindfulness of the body. As a counteragent to 
the false construction of joy there is the station of mindfulness 
of sensation. Whatever sensation is experienced is one of woe. 
As a counteragent to the false construction of permanence 
there is the station of mindfulness of thought, because of the 
ease with which thought moves about. As a counteragent to 
the false construction of the self there is the station of mindful-
ness of the dharmas. For the enunciated doctrine of the dhar-
mas says that there are only dharmas, devoid of self, since 
there is no âtman to fashion them, and this because of their 
respective independence as separate pieces. There is no self 
whatever that is its own master.18 

The versions of Narendrayasas and Sarpghavarman both 
divide the verse passage into two slokas, each followed by a 
prose commentary. The content of the commentary will now 
be summarized: 
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NARENDRAYASAS ON THE FIRST SLOKA. 
One may concentrate one's thought on any single point, such 
as the tip of the nose, or the space between the brows, think-
ing of the impurity of the body (pu ching, aiubha), of inhala-
tion and exhalation (Qnapana), or of the elements (dhatu). 
One concentrates one's thought on something within one's 
own body, not outside of it. One attaches one's thought to it 
because thought, as exemplified in the kle&as, can no more 
stay still than can a frightened monkey. One rivets one's at-
tention to the kle&as because it is only in that way that one 
can sever them. 

SAMGHAVARMAN ON THE FIRST SLOKA. 
To the foregoing he adds the following: 

One may, for example, fix one's attention on a toe. One 
must concentrate on one's own body because looking at any 
other body is like looking at a corpse. The threefold contem-
plation (of aiubha, Qnapana, and dhatu), furthermore, is pos-
sible only when one considers one's own body, no more than 
the first being possible in the case of any other. Lust (fan yu, 
raga) is counteracted by the view of uncleanness, discursive 
reasoning17 by breath control, while he who is driven about 
by (false) views is saved by means of contemplation of the 
elements.18 Each takes pleasure in doing what the Master has 
taught. The first two being explained elsewhere, the view of 
the elements shall be explained here and now. 

The stupid fellow takes a wrong view of things. In his in-
ability to understand pratitya-samutpada, he accumulates 
bad karman, which in turn accumulates kle&as. In what is in 
fact the workings of pratitya-samutpada he fancies a self to 
be at work, then becomes the prisoner of this view and others 
like it. On the other hand, he may do good deeds, as a 
reward for which he will get a good friend (shan chih shih, 
kalyai^amitra), through whose good offices, in turn, he will 
see things for what they are: He will understand the true na-
ture of the body, the role of karman, and the marks of the 
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body, i.e., the six elements of which the body is made up. He 
will understand, for instance, that the earth element does not 
crumble when moistened by the water element; that the 
water element cannot flow when restrained by the earth ele-
ment; that the body does not rot when kept ripe by the fire 
element; that it can grow when kept in motion by the wind 
element; that food can enter and leave the body by passing 
through the element of empty space; that the body can do 
things when united with the element of consciousness.19 

Further, he sees the body to be a collection of filth, subject 
to change as easily as a heap of sand can be blown about by 
a wind. This leads him to the gateway of deliverance called 
the Empty (k'ung, iunya). He takes no pleasure in the round 
of births and deaths, which leads him to the gateway of de-
liverance called the Wishless (wu yiian, apranihita). Taking 
no pleasure in saipsara, he faces toward nirvana, which leads 
him to the gateway of deliverance called the Signless (wu 
hsiang, animitta). If he can free himself of notions (hsiang, 
sarfijna), seeing that everything constituted is doomed to des-
truction, then for him the elements have served their purpose. 

NARENDRAYASAS ON THE SECOND SLOKA. 
With thought fixed to one object, one may observe the real 
marks of the body, that is, an unperverted understanding of 
those marks in keeping with their real meaning (shen shih 
hsiang che wei pu tien tao hsiang ju yi yeh, kayasya hhuta-
lak?ananity anena yatharthaviparitalak?ananity ucyate?). By 
"real marks" are meant two things, viz., peculiar marks (tzu 
hsiang, svalakfayani) and common marks (kung hsiang, 
samanyalak$ariani). By the former are meant part of the ten 
rupayatanas (i.e., the five material sense organs and their 
respective objects of cognition) and the dharmayatana. By the 
latter are meant the four characteristics of impermanence 
(wu ch'ang, anitya), woe (k'u duhkha), emptiness (k'ung, 
¿unya), and selflessness (wu wo, anatmaka). 

The order of sequence of this observation is as follows: 
Once the practitioner sees that bodily matter, consisting as it 
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does of atoms, is subject to disintegration every moment, his 
sojourn at the station of mindfulness of the body is complete. 
From then, he proceeds to that of sensation as easily as water 
flows through a track between two cultivated fields. Sensa-
tion follows the body since it is of all nonmaterial things the 
least subtle, and it too is viewed in terms of marks both pecu-
liar and common. Since sensation depends on the mind,20 that 
is the next object of mindfulness. When the mind is definitive-
ly released,21 the sojourn at the station of mindfulness of 
thought is complete. Thence one proceeds to the station of 
mindfulness of the dharmas in order to observe all other 
dharmas, by which are meant the two remaining skandhas 
(sarpskara and vijnana?) and the asamskfta-dharmas. These 
too are to be viewed in terms of peculiar marks and common 
ones. 

SAMGHAVARMAN ON THE SECOND SLOKA 
The practitioner cultivates the view of uncleanness, anapa-
nasmrti, and the view of the approach to the elements 
(?chieh fang pien kuan, representing a possible dhatupaya-
pank?anaP). After pausing on each of them, he then views 
body, sensations, thought, and dharmas each in terms of 
reality (chen shih hsiang, standing for tattvalak$anatah?). 
"Reality" refers to that which is "not upside down" (pu tien 
tao, aviparyasta?), while "terms" (hsiang, lak$ana) refers to 
the particular (tzu hsiang, svalaksana) and the general 
(kung hsiang, samanyalakpana). The five skandhas are then 
matched against the Four Stations of Mindfulness as follows: 

skandha smftyupasthana 
rupa kaya 
vedana vedana 
vijfiana citta 
sarpjna dharma 
sarpskara dharma 

An explanation of the samanyalak?anas is promised for later. 
There follows an objection: Surely there is nothing sacred 
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about the number four. Many other numbers are conceivable, 
for example: 

1. One might subsume these under the rubric of mahdb-
humi, in which case the number would be only one.22 

2. A twofold distinction could be made, viz., between what 
has outflows (sdsrava) and what has not (nirasrava). 

3. A threefold distinction might be made, viz., of the soft 
(Juan, i.e., the dull, mfdu), the medium (chung, madhya), and 
the superior (shang, i.e., the sharp, tik?na). 

6. These three may be further subdivided into those having 
outflows and those having none. 

8. The Four Stations of Mindfulness, each with and with-
out outflows, total eight. 

9. The threefold distinction given in (3) may itself be fur-
ther divided so that each is of three kinds, thus giving a total 
of nine. 

12. Each station of mindfulness may be viewed internally, 
externally, or both, totaling twelve. 

18. The nine mentioned in (9) may be distinguished as to 
presence or absence obsence of outflows, thus totaling eigh-
teen. 

24. Each of the Four Stations of Mindfulness may be 
viewed as in (12), and each of those views may, in turn, be 
distinguished as to presence or absence of outflows, thus 
totaling twenty-four. 

36. The process indicated in (12) may be multiplied by 
three, viz., disgust (yen li, virati?), lack of pleasure (pu lo, 
arati), and examination (kuan ch'a, vyavacarana, pariksa, 
pratirupana?), thus totaling thirty-six. 

72. The Four Stations of Mindfulness may be multiplied by 
the nine categories mentioned in (9), and this product, in 
turn, by the distinction of the presence or absence of out-
flows, thus totaling seventy-two. 

X. If discrimination is made on the basis of individual 
moments (jo nien nien fen pieh, yadi k$anak?anato 
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vikalpyate?), the resulting categories can be infinite. Why, in 
the view of the above, does one limit oneself to four?23 

The answer follows: As a matter of convenience, since er-
rors tend to come in fours, to group their counteragents also 
in fours. For example, there are the four misconstructions 
(ssu tao, catvaro viparyayah or viparyasah), the four aliments 
(ssu shih, catvara aharah), the four stations of cognition (ssu 
shih chu, catvari vijnanasthandni), the skandhas, and the like. 
In the case at issue, the station of mindfulness of the body is 
preached in order to counteract false notions (tien tao, vipar-
yaya, viparyasa) of purity (Suci, iubha) and impurity (aisuci, 
a&ubha)-, that of sensation in order to counteract those of 
pleasure (sukha) and pain (duhkha); that of thought in order 
to counteract those of permanence (nitya) and impermanence 
(anitya)-, that of dharma in order to counteract those of self 
(atman) and notself (anatman). 

Question: How are these stations of mindfulness fulfilled? 
Answer: In two ways, viz., by demolishing the fields of 

cognition (huai ching chieh, vi$ayasarp.vartana? dhatusarjivar-
tana?) and by fostering one's wholesome roots (shan ken 
tseng, kuialamulavardhana?). By the former is meant analyz-
ing matter into atoms (chi wei, paramartu) and time into 
moments (k$ana), while by the latter is meant building up 
one's wholesome roots from the dull through the middle to 
the sharp.24 This is what is meant by "fulfilled." 

Question: Why does one speak first of the station of mind-
fulness of the body and so on, and only then speak of the sta-
tion of mindfulness of the dharmas? 

Answer: This is done in order to be in keeping with the 
order of their origin (ch'i sui shun ku, utpadanuvxttivaiat?). 
For the Buddha preached three kinds of accordance, viz., ac-
cordance with order of origin, that with order of preachment 
(shuo sui shun, pravacananuvftti?) and that with the uninter-
rupted (? wu chien teng sui shun, nirantaranuvftti?). "Accor-
dance with order of origin" means that the practitioner of 
the stations of mindfulness, of the dhyanas (scilicet of the 
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Sphere of Form), and of the Formless (Trances) first produces 
the station of mindfulness of the body and so on, and only 
then produces the station of mindfulness of the dharmas. This 
is the reason that the Buddha preached them in this order. 
The dhyanas and the Formless (Trances) are also to be 
understood in the same way.25 

"Accordance with the order of preachment" means the 
following: The Right Severances, the Powers to Do as One 
Pleases, the Bases, the Strengths, the Limbs of Enlightened In-
tuition, and the Vehicles are produced in a single k$afia-
Since, (however,) it is easier to speak of perfecting the Four 
Right Severances through vigorous advance, as a matter of 
practical device one has (the practitioner) sever the unwhole-
some dharmas already produced and so on, and similarly, as 
a matter of device, one has him preserve the wholesome dhar-
mas already produced, and so on. This is the manner of right 
severance. One preaches them in the order in which they are 
done, not as a matter of substantial entity. 

"Accordance with the uninterrupted" means that a person 
who puts the Four Noble Truths into practice deals first of 
all with the first of them, the Truth of Suffering, which is 
boundless.26 

Question: Why does the practitioner first produce the sta-
tion of mindfulness of the body and so on, and only then pro-
duce the state of mindfulness of the dharams? 

Answer: By reason of grossness. Of the five skandhas, 
which is the grossest? The four elements (catvari maha-
bhutani) and the things made up of them (bhautikani). This is 
why one considers them first. While sensation is not material, 
still its operation is relatively gross, which is why it is men-
tioned next. This means that, when, for example, the hands 
or the feet are in pain, sensation follows (wei shou tsu teng 
t'ung shou tse sui chuan, yada hastapadadi duhkhyate tada 
vedananuvartata ity arthah/?). Notions and constituents, 
while still relatively gross, are connected with nirvana. The 
station of mindfulness of the dharmas comes last because it is 
the subtlest. It is for this reason that one views thought, then 
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dharmas. Now it is true that the notion of dharma comprises 
everything, but the use of the term in this context does not fly 
in the face of this concept. This is why there is only one sta-
tion of the mindfulness of dharmas, not more, 

Saipghavarman's version has a passage missing from the 
other two. It begins with a question about how many stations 
of mindfulness there are. The question is answered with a 
Sloka followed by a prose commentary. The sloka is as 
follows: 

In three kinds are preached the Stations of Mindfulness: 
[Those of] own nature and the mixed [ones], 
As well as another, preached under the name of "object." 
The wisdoms derived from hearing and the like are also thus. 

Next comes a prose commentary, the content of which will 
now be paraphrased. The verse is telling us that the stations 
of mindfulness are of three kinds, viz., mindfulness in terms 
of their own nature (tzu hsing, svabhava), of mixture with 
other things (kung, saijisarga), and of their character as ob-
jects (yiXan, alambana). By the first is mentioned wisdom free 
of distortions (pu tien tao hui, aviparyasta prajfia?). Tha t is 
to say that one views the respective objects in the order 
preached. The body is the first object of mindfulness on the 
part of the wise person, who does not pick his objects at 
random.27 

Mindfulness in terms of own-nature having been dealt 
with, one now proceeds to the other two. By "mixture" are 
meant dharmas joined to the fruit of right gnosis. For the 
Buddha did say, "O bhik$us, by the 'accumulation of whole-
some dharmas' are meant the Four Stations of Mindfulness." 
Thus is concluded the principal exposition. 

There remain to be treated the stations of mindfulness in 
terms of their character as objects. This includes all dharmas, 
for the Buddha has also said that the expression "all dhar-
mas" refers to the Four Stations of Mindfulness. 

By "principal exposition" is meant that this treatment is 
inclusive of everything but objects (?). Mindfulness of mixture 
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with other things severs the defilements and leaves no resi-
due. As for mindfulness in terms of own-nature, though it 
does take some account of fields of perception (ching chieh, 
dhatu? vi?ayaP), it is not complete, and something more inclu-
sive is needed, if the defilements are to be severed completely 
(?). As for the third type of mindfulness, though it is all-
inclusive, its fields of perception tend to get out of hand, and 
a certain restriction is needed, if the same object, severance 
of the defilements, is to be achieved. 

Question: Are these stations of mindfulness the only things 
grouped in three, or are there others as well? 

Answer: There are the three wisdoms, derived from hear-
ing and the like, and other things besides. The three wisdoms 
are derived from hearing (wen, Sruti), thought (ssu, cinta), 
and practice (hsiu, bhdvana). The first of these is focused on 
names and concrete objects, and is derived from a teacher's 
explanation of scripture (ch'i ching, siitra), monastic code (lil, 
vinaya), and abhidharma. Thought may or may not be asso-
ciated therewith. Practice, for its part, is not focused on 
words at all. This is like three men learning to swim, the first 
a beginner, the second a person at the halfway mark, the 
third an expert. The beginner stays close to shore; the second 
man moves now close in, now far out; the expert does not re-
main near shore at all. The first is analogous to wisdom 
gained from hearing, the second to that gained from thought, 
the third to that gained from practice. The first two kinds of 
wisdom are by no means useless, since both of them conduce 
to the third, which severs all defilements and dispenses with 
all verbalization, and which also achieves right concentration 
(cheng ting, samyak-samadhiP). One who has achieved the 
wisdom gained from practice has perfected the Four Stations 
of Mindfulness and has severed all defilements, both individu-
ally and collectively. This is why the station of mindfulness 
of the dharmas is not useless. It is of two kinds, depending on 
whether or not it maintains or annihilates objects (yiian, 
alambana). If wisdom has visible matter as its object, this is 
the station of mindfulness of the body; if sensation, of sensa-
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tion; if thought, then of thought; if notions or constituents, 
then it maintains objects (?). The station of mindfulness of 
dharmas shall now follow.28 

On the next step in the sequence, the three versions are 
almost verbatim. Sarpghadeva's sloka reads as follows: 

Having entered into the dharmas, he takes a general look, 
Beholding identically the marks of the dharmas: 
"These four [objects of mindfulness] are impermanent, 
Empty, selfless, unpleasant." 

For Sarpghadeva's second foot (Vung kuan chu fa hsiang), the 
other two have "gaining the reality-marks of the dharmas" 
(te fa chen shih hsiang, representing something like dharma-
XMIJI tattvalak?anaiji prapnoti?). Each is followed by a prose 
commentary, of which Sarpghadeva's alone is interrupted by 
a repetition of the fourth foot just quoted. Sarpghadeva's 
prose commentary says the following: 

Having entered into dharmasmftyupasthana, the adept takes 
an overall view of the akdrasOnce having done this, he nur-
tures his thought and engenders the pure eye of wisdom.30 He 
then takes the following overall view of the Four Stations of 
Mindfulness: "Since they depend on one another for their pro-
duction, therefore they are impermanent. Since they do not 
control themselves, therefore they are empty. Since they are 
not their own masters, therefore they have no self. Since they 
are evil and calamitous, therefore they are woeful."31 

Narendrayasas's commentary, which is the longest of the 
three, says the following: 

The practitioner, knowing what is appropriate [if that is the 
meaning of fen ch'i] treats the stations of mindfulness as ob-
jects, but only as an expedient device [hsiu fang pien, for 
upayarfi bhavayati?]. Then, by viewing the common marks 
[sam(inyalak$anani] of all dharmas, he demolishes [huai, for 
prahanti?]32 the stations of mindfulness as objects. That is to 
say, he first conducts this exercise repeatedly with respect to 
body, sensations, and dharmas, then with respect to body and 
thought,33 then, finally, with respect to all four at once. 
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Question: What does this mean? 
Answer: The four stations of mindfulness are impermanent, 

empty, selfless, and unpleasant. If it comes to that, the same 
is true of all constituted dharmas. They are "impermanent" 
in the sense that they are constantly shifting and decaying; 
"empty" in the sense that they are devoid of any substantial 
entity; "selfless" in the sense that they do not control them-
selves; "unpleasant" in the sense that they are constantly be-
ing chased about by the triple woe.34 If a person, in his wish 
to annihilate the kleias, seeks their source, he must learn to 
distinguish cause from effect. This means two things: Things 
with outflows have the origin of suffering as their cause and 
suffering itself as their effect. Those without outflows have 
the road to the extinction of suffering as their cause and the 
extinction itself as their effect. Hence he proceeds to the wis-
dom derived from hearing and thought. In the process of 
abandoning the Four Stations of Mindfulness as objects, the 
practitioner sees the Four Noble Truths in a total of sixteen 
aspects (already described). 

Saipghavarman's version does not differ from these, except 
to say that the practitioner views two skandhas at a time as 
objects: first rupa and vedana, then rupa and saijijna, next 
rupa and sarpskara, finally rupa and vijnana.35 

NOTES 

1. Leon Hurvitz, "The Road to Buddhist Salvation as Described by 
Vasubhadra," Journal of the American Oriental Society (874), pp. 
434-486. 

2. Etienne Lamotte, Le Traité de la Grande Vertu de Sagesse de Ndgàr-

juna, Mahâprajfiâpâramitâsastra, avec une nouvelle Introduction, vol. III 
(Louvain: Université de Louvain, Institut Orientaliste, 1970), pp. 
1329-1430. 

3. Mr. Burton Watson, who once said to me, " A fellow working on this 
stuff is entitled to all the help he can get." 

4. Cf. V. V. Gokhale, ed., "The Abhidharmakoéakàrikd of Vasuban-
dhu," Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bombay 22 (1946):73-102; herein-
after referred to in text as "Gokhale." 
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5. Cf. Louis de la Vallée-Poussin, L'Abhidharmakoâa de Vasubandhu 
(Paris: Geuthner, 1923-31); hereinafter referred to in text as "LVP." 

6. Chinese yi tz'u shang yi sheng tao ku, representing a possible tadut-
taraikâyanatvStP If I am right, it means that everything beginning with the 
niyatabhagakuéalamûlas can lead to only one thing, viz., Buddhahood, and 
is in that sense ekdyana. This question does not, of course, concern the 
present study, whose focus is on (b). 

7. Gunabhadra, trans., Tsa a-han ching, Taisho vol. II, 90. 
8. Translator unknown, Pieh yi tsa a-han ching, Taisho vol. II, 100. 
9. Translator unknown, Tsa a-han ching. 
10. This identity is tenuous enough, but that proposed by Mr. Akanuma, 

viz., 47.41, is more tenuous yet. 
11. The original reads fu hsieh, of which the former may represent 

either fu (to help) or pu (to supplement), the latter meaning "to pour." I 
presume the former to be a copyist's error, but I am not prepared to say 
what the original might have been. 

12. To the foregoing the corresponding Pali is the Akusalarùsisutta. As 
to the remainder of this entry, the corresponding Pâli is 47.47. 

13. Cf. U. Wogihara, ed., The Sphufàrtha Abhidharmakoéavyakhya by 
Yaéomitra (Tokyo: The Publishing Association of A bhidharmakoéa 
vyakhya, 1932, 1936), p. 397. 

14. The expression, which has no analogue in the two other versions, 
reads, pu t'ing hsin che pu neng ch'i cheng chien, possibly standing for 
something on the order of yaé cittarji na niffhdpayati na éaknoti sa 
samyagjflSnam utpSdayitum. 

15. This last sentence must surely be a veiled reference to some of the 
other schools. The Theravâda, for instance, posits only three, viz., anat-
talakkhai^a, aniccalakkhaxia, and dukkhalakkhaxia. Cf. Visuddhimagga 
Buddhaghosa, by Henry Clarke Warren, trans., (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1950), xx. 103. 

16. It will have been noted that in the Vyakhya (see note 13), at least, 
each of the smftyupasthanas is applied to one particular viparyasa, not 
each to all four. 

17. If that indeed is the meaning of chileh kuan, usually the equivalent 
of vitarkavicara. 

18. Chien hsing che yi chieh fang pien kuan tu may stand for something 
on the order of yo drtfibhié cûryate sa dhatuparikçanayû tdryate. At any 
rate, it is clear from what follows that mithyadrtfi is counteracted by ana-
lyzing the body into dhatus (i.e., mahabhûtas). 

19. If this is the meaning of shih chieh ho ku yu so tsao tso, which I 
take to signify that the body would be so much dead weight but for vi-
jfiana. 
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20. "Mind" renders hsin, which in turn stands for citta, elsewhere ren-
dered consistently with "thought." I have departed from that here because 
of the exigencies of English. Actually, no single English word will do 
justice to citta. 

21. If this is the meaning of chûeh ting i chieh, for which Saijighavar-
man has no analogue. 

22. For this, as well as the other categories, cf. note 23 below. 
23. (1) For mahâbhûmi, cf. la Vallée-Poussin, L'Abhidharmakosa, 

ii.152, note 2, where it is indicated that Kyokuga 4.3ab cites the Vibhàçà. 
The text of the latter will be found in T27.80b. La Vallée-Poussin 
paraphrases the pertinent passage as follows: 

b. Quelques-uns disent: La pensée est grande, à cause de la supériorité 
de sa nature et de son activité; elle est grande et elle est bhûmi, on 
l'appelle donc mahâbhûmi, parce qu'elle est le lieu qui sert de point 
d'appui aux caittas. Les dix dharmas, vedanâ, etc., parce qu'on les 
rencontre partout dans la mahâbhûmi, sont nommés mahâbhûmika-
dharmas. 

The "ten dharmas" are given (ibid., p. 153) as "sensation (vedanâ), voli-
tion (cetanû), notion (sarfijûâ), désir d'action (chanda), contact (sparéa), 
discernement (mati), mémoire (smrtt), acte d'attention (manaskâra), appro-
bation (adhimukti), recueillement ou concentration (samûdhi). " Thought 
(citta), being the basis of them all, is called mahâbhûmi. 

(2) There is no need to repeat what others have said so well about the 
"outflows." To oversimplify, a thing is sâsrava if it conduces to further 
worldly existence, anâsrava or nirâsrava if it does not. For extensive treat-
ment, as well as for detailed secondary references, cf. LVP v. passim (Les 
anu&ayas). One passage (v. 79) merits citation here: 

Les anuéayas . . . coulent [asravanti, gacchanti] du ciel suprême 
[bhavâgra = naivasarfijftdndsamjfiayatana . . . y à l'Avlci . . . ; ils 
découlent [k$ar] par les six organes qui sont autant de blessures. Ils 
sont donc nommés âsravas. 

(3) The number three is ubiquitous in Buddhism. Among other things, it 
is used to classify categories both wholesome and unwholesome into three, 
viz., acute (tïk$na), middle (madhya), and dull (mfdu). Here, I suspect, the 
reference is to congenital faculties, i.e., tlkwendriya, madhyendriya, and 
mxdvindriya. 

(9) Each of the above categories may, in its own turn, be further sub-
divided into tîk^na, madhya, and mfdu. 

(36) Of arati I am not certain, since in the Koéa, at least, it is listed as a 
vice, while the other two are given as virtues. In all likelihood, pu lo 
represents something other than arati. 
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24. This last, which reads wei yi juan shan ken chung yi chung tseng, is 
surely corrupt. 

25. This seems to mean that the smftyupasthanas, the dhyanas, and the 
ùrûpyas were preached by the Buddha in the order in which these respec-
tive states of mind are in fact achieved. 

26. Certain Buddhist schools, but by not means all of them, held that all 
is suffering, that pleasure and joy do not exist at all. This certainly seems 
to be the view of our own author. Cf. LVP vi.129 ff.: 

iv. Certains maîtres nient la sensation agréable, affirment que tout est 
douloureux. Ils démontrent cette thèse par l'Écriture et le raisonne-
ment Écriture. Le Sûtra dit: "La sensation, quelle qu'elle soit, la 
douleur s'y trouve," "La sensation agréable doit être regardée comme 
douloureuse," "C'est une méprise de regarder comme agréable ce qui 
est douloureux." 
Raisonnement. 1. Parce que les causes de plaisir ne sont pas tourjours 
causes de plaisir (sukhahetvavyavasthûnat). Les choses qu'on prétend 
être causes de plaisir, aliment, boisson, froid, chaud, etc., lorsqu'elles 
sont prises ou éprouvées en excès ou à contre-temps, deviennent causes 
de souffrance. Or il est inadmissible qu'une cause de plaisir, parce 
qu'elle est accrue, ou parce que, tout en demurant la même, elle se 
présente à un autre moment, (5b) produise la souffrance. Par consé-
quent ces prétendues causes de plaisir sont, dès l'origine, causes de 
souffrance et non pas causes de plaisir: plus tard la souffrance s'ac-
corît et devient sensible. De même en va-t-il des quatre attitudes 
(fryâpatha), attitudes couchée, assise, etc. . . . 
2. Parce que la notion de plaisir a pour objet, non un réel plaisir, 
mais tantôt un remède de la souffrance (duhkapratikûra), tantôt une 
modification de la souffrance (dufykhavikapa). (a) Aussi longtemps que 
l'homme n'est pas tourmenté par la douleur que causent la faim, la 
soif, le froid, la chaleur, la fatigue, le désir, aussi longtemps il n'a 
aucune sensation qu'il sente agréable (sukham iti). Par (130) consé-
quent le ignorants ont l'idée de plaisir, non à l'égard du vrai plaisir, 
mais à l'égard de l'allégement d'une souffrance, (b) Les sots ont aussi 
l'idée de plaisir à l'égard de la modification de la souffrance: par ex-
emple faire passer le fardeau d'une épaule sur l'autre. 
Par conséquent l'agréable n'existe pas. 

27. In the phrase pu wang shou yilan ku, I presume both wang and shou 
to stand for their respective homophones. Otherwise I cannot construe the 
phrase. 

28. For the position of the Koéa on this question, cf. kârikâ vi. 15-16: 

nispannaSamathah, kuryàt smrtyupasthanabhavanâm / kayaviccitta-
dharmùrtûrfi dvilakçanaparikçariàt III 5 / / prajrlS irutùdimayy anye 
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saijisargâlambanât kramah / yathotpatti catufkarji tu viparyasavipak-
?atah //16// 

Cf. also LVP vi. 158-62: 

14 a-b. Ayant réalisé le calme, il cultivera les smrtyupasthânas. 
Comment cela? (lb) 
14 c-d. Par la considération des caractères, doubles, du corps, de la 
sensation, de la penseé des dharmas. 
En considérant le caractère propre (svalakçana) et les caractères 
généraux (sâmànyalakfaxia) du corps, de la sensation, de la pensée et 
des dharmas. (159) . . . Quelle est la nature des smrtyupasthânas? Le 
smftyupasthâna est triple: smrtyupasthàna en soi (svabhâva), par con-
nexion (sarjnsarga), en qualité d'objet (âlambanasmftyupasthâna). Le 
smrtyupasthàna en soi est 15 a. Prajfiâ. 
Quelle est la prajfiâ? 
15 a. Provenant d'audition, etc. Provenant d'audition, de réflexion, de 
recueillement (érutamayï, cintâmayï, bhâvanâmayî). Le smryupas-
thâna est également triple, provenant d'audition, de réflexion, de con-
templation. 
15 b. Les autres, par connexion et comme objet. (160) 
Les autres dharmas, les dharmas qui ne sont pas prajfiâ, quand ils 
sont des dharmas coexistant à la prajfiâ, sont smftyupasthâna par 
connexion (sarfisarga); quand ils sont l'objet de la prajfiâ et des dhar-
mas coexistant à la prajfiâ (en d'autres termes, quand ils sont l'objet 
du svabhâva et du sarfisargasmrtuypasthâna), ils sont smftyupasthâna 
comme objet (âlambanasmftyupasthâna) . . . (162) 
15 b-c. L'ordre est celui de leur production. Pourquoi sont-ils produits 
dans cet ordre?—D'après les Vaibhâçikas, parce qu'on voit d'abord ce 
qui est le plus grossier . . . 
15 c-d. Quatre, contecarrants des méprises. Les smrtyupasthânas sont 
enseignés dans l'ordre comme contrecarrants de la quadruple méprise 
(viparyâsa), croire à la pureté, au bonheur, à la permanence, au 
soi. . . Ils sont donc quatre, ni plus, ni moins. 

29. That is, the four aspects under which each of the Four Noble Truths 
may be viewed. See LVP vii.30-39. 

30. This renders tseng chang yang hsin sheng wu kou chih yen, accep-
ting the variant hsin is preference to the Taisho's chih. This may represent 
something on the order of cittarp, vardhayitvâmalarfi prajfiâcakçur 
janayati. 

31. There are the four âkâras of the First Noble Truth. With due allow-
ance made for muddy wording (a not uncommon fault in the early transla-
tions), this seems to be a Vaibhaçika view, at least as described previously 
in the Koéa. 
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32. Kârikâ v.61 (cf. Gokhale 92) reads as follows: 

âlambanaparijiUinat tadalambansarjik?ayât / 
àlambanaprahdnàc ca pratipakfodaydt kçayah //6l// 

LVP v. 102 ff. renders it as follows: 

60 a-c. Destruction par la connaissance de l'objet, par la destruction 
des kleéas dont ils sont l'objet, par l'abandon de l'objet . . . (103) . . . 
60 d. Destruction par la naissance du contrecarrant. 

The prahaxta of the original, accurately rendered by la Vallée-Poussin with 
"abandon," is rendered by Hsûan-tsang (Kyokuga 21.20b) with tuan, liter-
ally, "sever," and by Paramârtha (29.264b) with mieh, literally, "extin-
guish, annihilate," both rather free. In view of the huai of our own text, it 
is possible that all three translators were taking prahâxia not as a -na- deri-
vative of prahinoti but as a vfddhi- derivative of prahanti. 

33. The text as it stands is strange, but this, I believe, is what it says. 
34. The triple woe refers to duhkhaduhkhatà (the quality inherent in 

things that are painful in and of themselves), saijiskaradufykhatâ ( . . . in 
constituted things, since in their very nature they are impermanent, 
hence the pleasure derived from them is doomed to extinction), 
parixMmadu\ikha,tà ( . . . in things that turn from pleasant to unpleasant). 

35. Kârikâ vi.17 (cf. Gokhale 93) reads as follows: 

sa dharmasmrtyupasthàne samastSlambane sthitah / 
anityaduhkhatah éQnyùnHtmatas tân vipaéyati HI 7H 

LVP vi.162 renders it thus: 

16. Placé dans le dharmasmrtyupasthâna d'objet mêlé, mettant en-
semble le corps, la sensation, etc., il les voit sous le quadruple aspect 
d'impermanent, de douloureux, de vide, de non-moi. 

It is not beside the point that in Hsûan-tsang's version the sloka is rendered 
with a quatrain whose last two feet read, hsiu fei ch'ang chi k'u k'ung fei 
wo hsing hsiang: "he cultivates the characteristics (hsing hsiang, dkdra) of 
impermanence and of woe, of emptiness and of not-I." As indicated 
already, these are the âkdras of the First Noble Truth. It is possible that 
Hsûan-tsang was glossing. On the other hand, he may have had a some-
what different text, for Paramârtha has hsiang, while the Sanskrit, as we 
have it, has nothing to correspond to either Chinese equivalent. 
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Glossary 
Chinese and Japanese Words, Phrases, Names, and Titles 

A 

An-yao-chi 

A-p'i-t'an hsin lun [title] W Ì t -H 'C i IffB 

C 

chao-chien ® M 
chen shih hsiang [phrase] ¡H l t t § 
cheng ¡E 
cheng chih IE 
cheng ting IE /ti 
chi |§| 
chi wei mm 
chieh ì$C 
chieh fang pien kuan [phrase] ^ Ì ? 1M SS 
chien M 
chien hsing che yi chieh fang pien 

kuan tu [phrase] 
chih i h 
chih-hui f P 2 § 
chih-kuan iE H 
chih-te-kuo-fo-hsing [phrase] S Ì# 14 
chi-Io [place name] S i ^ 
chi-Io wang-sheng [phrase] U. ^ f i ; 'K 
ching i j t 
ching chieh ^ 
ching chieh yi chieh ssu wei 

fen [phrase] 8* « E 
Ching-t'u [place name] ffi ~E 
Ching-fu lun [title] ì¥ ± l w 
chung ^ 
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Chung-shi [proper name] i t ffi 
chfleh kuan % jR 
chOeh ting i chieh [phrase] ft aEi 

CH' 
ch'i ching 
ch'i sui shun ku [phrase] i e g j i i i f t 
Ch'ien Ch'ien-i [proper name] WtWkik 
ch'dan-t'i [phrase] S 

F 
fa-chieh yQan-ch'i [phrase] ft 
Fa-chiu [Dharmatrata?; proper name] ft 
Fa-sheng [proper name] ft 
fa-fi mm 
fen-ch'i ^ 
fen-tuan 
Fo-hsing lun [title] 
Fo-shuo kuan-wu-liang-shou-fo ching 
Fo-shuo a-mirt'o ching [title] $ M M ffiVtlR 
Fo-shuo wu-liang-shou ching [title] fi$> Ift jit if?e 
fu hsieh tt M 

G 
gokuraku [Japanese place name] ® ^ 
gokuraku OjO [Japanese phrase] 

H 
hai-yin san-mei ffl 
hsiang iff, 
hsiang ffi 
hsiang hsO fan lao [phrase] ffi 
hsiang-tso iB f F 
hsiao 'JN 

hsin 'L* 
hsien sheng p'in [chapter title] 

HP 
hsiu U 
hsiu fang pien ft* J j {§! 
hsiu fei ch'ang chi k'u k'ung fei wo hsing hsiang [phrase] 1ft 
hu-wang I t 
hu-ts'un ¿L if-
Hua-yen i ch'eng chiao i fen-ch'i chang [title] ^ —' 15 53" Pf ipi 
Hua-yen wu chiao shih-kuan [title] ( f E 1k S i 
huai ® 
huai ching chieh [phrase] ® ^ -W-
huan ¿J 
hui 
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/ 
ie nao 
jo nien nien fen pieh [phrase] & & 'if M'l 
juan 

Jödo [Japanese place name] 

K 

ken IS 
ku & 
kuan I S 
kuan ch'a Ü 1 K 
Kuan tzu-tsai [proper name] I S i 
Kuan-yin [proper name] ffi H" 
kung in-
kling hsiang 
Kyö-gyö-shin-sho [Japanese title] FT FT MM 

K' 

k'ung c1? 
k'ung 

L 

lao 
Ii Ü 
li-shih M t -
Li-tai san-pao-chi [title] ffii f t f ? 
liang ML 
Liu Sung [proper name] S'l 
liu-t'ung 
Lu-shan Hui-yüan [proper name] IM U-l ff. i s 
10 W 

M 

mi-mi-pan-jo [phrase] i S ® ^ 
mi-yü Mi TO 
mieh 
min 
ming chü wei shen [phrase] 
Moho chih-kuan [title] fifi gqj j}-

N 

neng-so It)3-'? 

O 
öjö [Japanese phrase] i f i t 
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P 

Pan-jo hsin-ching lueh-shu-hsiao-ch'ao [title] 
Pan-jo hsin-ching liieh-shu-hsien-cheng-chi [title] ® ®§ 6ÌE IP, lF. IE 
Pan-jo hsin-ching lileh-shu-lien-chu-chi [title] IE 
Pan-jo po-lo-mi-to hsin-ching liieh-shu [title] ® i r & U f f i ^ ' ù S . B&®it 
pan-yao M i ? 
Pei-Ch'i [proper name] \ t P f 
Pieh yi tsa a-han ching [title] ^ l i f ffiH^ffi 
pien-yi 
P'o-sou-p'an-tou fa-shih-ch'uan [title] t g S i S ffi fl| 
pu M 
pu ching [phrase] if* 
p u i o ^ r ^ 
pu tien tao [phrase] T - IUf f l 
pu tien tao hui [phrase] 4 s m. mm 
pu t'ing hsin che pu neng ch'i cheng chien [phrase] ' k Ì Ì 4 s fit i|E jp_ H 
pu wang shou ytlan ku [phrase] [ S ] [ @ ] ¡ ^ & 
F 
p'ing-teng T : I f 
p'u [see sa (p'u-sà)] § 
p'u 

S 
sa [see p'u (p'u-sa)} 
san 
se fe 
shan chih shih l i felli 
shan ken tseng § } 
shang 
shen shen kuan nien ch'u [phrase] % % H,"® 
shen shih hsiang che wei pu tien tao hsiang ju yi yeh [phrase] 

shih f i 
shih W. 
shih chieh ho ku yu so tsao tso [phrase] W. W o" & M fflf « i fl= 
shih-hsiang 
Shih-hui [proper name] Éifi ^ 
shih-shih wu-ai ^ I S S I 
shih tsu Mi/ji 
shih yeh ¡¡è M 
shou -fi 
shou sui shun [phrase] lÌilSulllÈt 

GB 
ssu ® 
ssu-chih FI f i 
ssu shih E k 
ssu shih chu H l U t ì : 
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ssu tao HiflJ 
ssu wei yi tu [phrase] S t t E ® 
su-chi j l ^ 

T 
Ta-ch'eng fa-chieh-wu-ch'a-pieh lun [title] ^ C ^ f t ^ MS ' J Im 
Ta-chih-tu lun [title] ¿Z^lklim 
Tao-an [proper name] 3 8 $ 
te fa chen shih hsiang [phrase] flf 5 1 H 
teng ^ 
Tsa a-han ching [title] P ^ g 
tseng chang yang hsin sheng wu kou chih yen [phrase] i f a f t J I ' l l ^ ^ K S j I i ' B I l 
tsung 
tuan W] 
tzu hsiang § ffi 
tzu hsiang nien ch'u [phrase] [l! ffl ^ S8 
tzu hsin [phrase] § 

tzu-hsing-chu-fo-hsing [phrase] § ttttfttt 

T t ' a n y u l t $ ; 
t'ung kuan chu fa hsiang [phrase] ifl H 

r z ' 

tz'u hsin lit'll* 

W 
wang t 
wang 
wang-sheng [phrase] 
Wang-sheng lun-chu [phrase] Q: j t l&it i 
wei-ch'ang-pu-chin [phrase] ^ ® 
wei-ch'ang-pu-li [phrase] ^ " i f -T t̂/" 
wei shou tsu teng t'ung shou tse sui chuan [phrase] 
wei ts'eng te chOeh ting fen shan ken [phrase] 
wei yi juan shan ken chung y i chung tseng [phrase] 
wen M 
wu % 
wu ch'ang 
wu chien teng sui [phrase] M IbJ ̂  )IH 
wu chu ch'u hsing [phrase] M t h S S f f 
wu erh i® — 
wu erh yu tz'u wu shih erh ming k'ung hsiang ku fei yu fei pu yi yi pu yi [phrase] 

j f c - f c j l t ft 
wu hsiang _h 
Wu-liang-shou ching yu-p'o-t'i-she yuan-chieh-chu [title] 
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Wu-liang shou-ching yu-p'o-t'i-she yang-sheng chieh [title] 

wu-
shang 

wu-teng 
wu-teng-teng [phrase] ^F 
wu wo 

wu yflan tegl 

Y 
yen li 
yi 
yi y . 
yi—ku [phrase] IX ¡¡ft 
yi hsi hsing [phrase] G f i -fT 
yi shuo hsi ch'eng hsing [phrase] E3 H /fT 
yi tz'u shang yi sheng tao ku [phrase] 1U itb _h —' S? 
yin 0 
yin ch'u 

fo-hsing [phrase]? | ffi^tt 
yu i 
yu-tz'u-wu [phrase] ^ f l t t M 
y O a n ^ 


